Oxford Week Lecture series on July 2019 for medical student

= Oxford week in Tsukuba =

Date: 22(Mon) July – 24(Wed) July, 2019
Time: 18:15-19:15
Venue: lecture hall C Medical area, University of Tsukuba

Program

**22(Mon) July**

“Inflammation and innate immunity: A playing field for the ubiquitin machinery”

Dr. Mads Gyrd-Hansen
Ludwig Cancer Research/Nuffield Department of Medicine, University of Oxford

**23(Tue) July**

“From melanoblasts to melanoma”

Dr. Lionel Larue
Institut Curie, Paris

**24(Wed) July**

“Mechanotransduction and the control of cell fate”

Dr. Eric O'Neill
CRUK/MRC Oxford Institute for Radiation Oncology, University of Oxford

Organizer
Prof. Colin Goding
Oxford Ludwig Institute, University of Oxford
Prof. Tatsuya Oda and Prof. Hiroko Isoda, University of Tsukuba

Contact
The Office of the Education Program for Cancer Professionals
E-mail: ganpro-jimukyoku@un.tsukuba.ac.jp     Tel: 029-853-7316